AS IT WAS ON RUN 3840 AT ECO SETIA
(19/6/2017)
HARE :SIMON TEE
SCRIBE BY:PLAYBOY CHOO
PHOTOS BY: KANA
Run No: 3840
RunSite: Eco Setia- Setia Alam
Date: 19th June 2017
Hare; Simon Tee
Co-Hare: Banyak lah – 16 Buggers : SK Ken,Eddie Kor, C K Tan, Eric Tan,Ong Chai, Tan
Nam Nam, Edwin Cheah, Walter Thiue, Ah Lek, Geffrey , Asst ON Cash
Guest James Bond and 4 others
Guest: there were 9 guests of Mark, Drinking Monkey, See Seng, James Bond, Dragon Boy
who were warn. of the 3 run ban as well as guests of Simon Tee and Ah Siong.
When ON Sec moded the idea in Hokkaido of going for the run after touching down at KLIA
cause the irresistible idea in joining him on the rendezvous. Being the scribe for this run it’s
my obligation to Fulfil my responsibility. Our ETA was 16.35hr and barring any obstruction
we should be at the runsite well in time for the start. Upon our arrival, dash through
Immigration and custom and time check it’s was 5.05pm, put up our waze directory, Alas,
being Puasa period, the result was that we’ll be late by 15 minutes, which was really true
after getting through all the stop and jam of the enormous traffic around.
On arrival at 6.20pm setup our gears and just about return from setting their run the hare and
his co co-hare were back. After a couple of Q and A, we found from the grapevine that intrail was through the usual 2nd in trail entrance which was the same trail that the hare had
adapted for Lam Sui’s run some 5 weeks ago.
At 6.30pm with On Sec and Pilot Teh on tow, off we go by using the home trail route and
once we hit the Oil Palm fringes, we turn left to accent to the baren hill and met up with the
4.30 gang who couldn’t break
the last check with my knowledge we accent the hill and hit paper coming down from the left,
with OnSec’s urge, we follow the left in paper and reach the summit flag station and met up
with the camping gang of Poon Chaiand Danny Lim setting up a bond fire. Decide to turn
around and gets back to last check and meet up with front runner of Monkey and Flying

Chinaman, the check was quickly broken and thereafter the trail goes through the Cheraka
forest fringes for a short 2km home run back to runsite. Frops was in at
7.25pm
At the circle President JM Steven Leong declare the run as good by-passing ON Sec where he
was reprimandand also on down for short cutting during the run with a La La Song. Thr
camping gang we not spare either for trying to burn down the forest.
On Sec also remind members of the rule that all hasher to abide by one beer policy set out by
our council members and there should be no hoarding of two or more beer and stouts.
Interhassh time where Ninja advice member to support Chakaree Hash who are doing a FOC
run at Bukit Subang In October, He also announce of the Indian Nash Hash for Rego and 3
night Hotel stay in Banglore for Rupee13,000.00 or RM 800.00. berore end of June. Machap
Hash invite will be posted in Newsletter and Seremban Charity Dinner RM 100.00 on
Merdeka day. He ask all to support the event in reciprocation.
Asst On Cash Soh call for all to support the Dinner and Dance where we are still short of
participants where we can only manage 23 tables as compare to our target of 35 tables.
On Sec ask for contribution from member who gave a good sizeable Hari Raya token of
appreciation to Ramli for his good service throughout the years.
Bomoh time with Edwin Ho setting his theme on Appreciation and Non Appreciation.
First on the boxes for a down down were 30 years members of TauFo Su, Don Cheang and
Choo, 32 years for Bull, 39 years for Kana and Dennis Khoo since 1969. Follow by a La La
Song for sinner in Plastic man for uttering some rubbish on some Latin American name.
Appreciation also goes to Opera, Ninja and Barry. Natural Bomoh Billy No Hair were given
a honourable song.
For non appreciation , former On Sec Gary Murrell was given a La La Song for starting the
rotation scribe during his tenure in contradictory to his predecessor who had to handle all the
jobs themselves.
The 4.30 gang of Choo, Mike and Kana was also given a La La Song where ultimately the
Bomoh himself was given a good down down for doing a good job.
Lastly Hardy boy took the box asking member not to recruit any new rego for Pan Asia Hash
Taipei on RM 270 as it is only meant for Mother Hashers only. He stated that it’s now close
and at RM300= US$ 70 is now free for all others.
Simon get on box to announce that ON ON is at Restoran Kee Hong Tian Tian Hao Tran
where were treated to a good spread for RM10.00. And the total collections contributed to
Motherhash80th anniversary.
Terima kaseh Simon and thanks very much for a good well run and subsidies On On
ON ON
Choo

